HIRING

Climbing Gym Instructor (technical)

The Faculty of Kinesiology Sport and Recreation’s Climbing Centre is currently accepting applications for the position of Indoor Climbing Gym Instructor. Indoor Climbing Gym Instructors provide leadership, instruction and supervision for the Climbing Centre’s instructional programs and public drop in hours. The provision of a safe and enjoyable climbing experience is their primary responsibility.

Overview of Duties:
• Supervision of the Climbing Centre during open hours
• Provide safe climbing instruction including basic climbing movement, belay skills, and spotting techniques
• Supervise groups ranging from children to adults with a wide variety of ability levels
• Belaying for large groups using a mechanical assist braking device (gri-gri)
• Ensure the safety of clients at all times by monitoring the Climbing Centre’s rules of conduct
• Administer Assumption of Risk and Waiver of Liability forms to climbing participants
• Administer Top Rope Belay Tests and provide new customers with Facility Safety Orientations
• Maintaining the cleanliness of the facility
• Manage all equipment necessary for the set up and take down for each group
• Ensure Climbing Centre gear storage areas, floor space is clean, safe and organized
• Provide First Aid/CPR if necessary, promptly fill out Accident Report Forms and inform the Supervisor of such an occurrence

Qualifications:
• ACMG Climbing Gym Instructor Level #1 or higher mandatory
• Standard First Aid
• CPR level ‘C’ (current within 1 year)
• Recent Police Record Check (within 1 year)
• Strong communication skills and good customer relations skills
• Lead access current at UofA Climbing Centre
• Must love climbing!

Terms of Employment:
This position is specifically Monday through Friday between 10am – 4pm
15+ work hours per week
The University of Alberta Climbing Centre is open 7 days a week
This is a casual part-time position with the Faculty of Kinesiology Sport and Recreation

*Starting wage for Climbing Gym Instructor (Technical) is $16.72 - $20.57/hr + 4% vacation pay.
*Pending on level of certification

Please forward a resume:
Email: climbing@ualberta.ca